Summary
This is the Quarterly Technical Report for the DARPA DICE Manufacturing Optimization.
The goal of the Manufacturing Optimization (MO) system is to facilitate a two tiered team approach to the product/process development cycle where a product design is analyzed by multiple manufacturing engineers, and product/process changes are traded concurrently in the product and process domains. The system will support Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) with a set of tools to model manufacturing processes, and manage tradeoffs across multiple processes. The subject of this report is the technical work accomplished during the seventh quarter of the contract.
The main thrust of the seventh quarter was integration and test of the MO software and the development of the MO user manual. Highlighted in this report is the tutorial section of the user manual.
During the last quarter, Raytheon's activities will include test and demonstration of the MO System, as well as delivery of the software and final report.
Introduction
The concept behind the Manufacturing Optimization (MO) system is to facilitate a two tiered team approach to the produi, tprocess development cycle where a product design is analyzed by multiple manufacturing engineers, and product/process changes are traded concurrently in the product and process domains. The system will support DFMA with a set of tools to model manufacturing processes, and manage tradeoffs across multiple processes. The subject of this report is the technical work accomplished during the seventh quarter of the contract.
Raytheon spent the seventh quarter on the integration and test of MO software, and on the development of the user manual. Highlighted in this report is the tutorial section of the user manual in order to demonstrated the use of available system function alities.
MO Tutorial

Taking MO for a Test Drive
The objective of this tutorial is to acclimate you to the MO user interface and the basic MO functionality. This tutorial is written so that you can actually perform the step by step actions needed to execute the demonstration. It is assumed that you are familiar with and have access to a SUN workstation. It is assumed that all supporting external subsystems with MO are loaded on your workstation. Please note that the directory path names referenced throughout this tutorial were established for ease of readability. These path names are subject to change and should be verified with your site system administrator before proceeding with this tutorial.
This tutorial will feature the highlights of the MO system as applied to a printed wiring board. The first part of the tutorial will focus on the File, Analyzer, and Advisor functions, with the assumption that the product data and process model data are already available to the MO system. The tutorial will guide you through the steps of loading the product and process data, analyzing the product data against the proccss model, and viewing the results in a graphical or textual format. The second part of the tutorial will concentrate on the Modeler.
You will learn how to add or modify data to an existing process model by exercising some of the Process Modeler features. The third part of the tutorial will explain how the MO system supports the two-tier team concept.
Helpful hints to keep in mind during your test drive through the MO system: 1) When a new window or form pops up, you must position the window with the mouse and click once to set the window location.
2) Use the backspace key to delete a previous character.
3) Most forms contain Cancel and Help buttons. The Cancel button will automatically abort all entries on the current form and the form will disappear. The Help button will provide information on the current form.
Starting the MO system
Start the program by typing MO& in a command window. After all data is read and the user interface components are created, the main window will appear. Step Data Selection 
Accessing the Translators
To convert a RAPIDS design into STEP data format, select File > RAPIDS to STEP from the MO main window. The RAPIDS to STEP form will appear. Enter the RAPIDS Design Name in the designated field. Click the OK button to start the processing. The RAPIDS design will be stored into a STEP data file as STEP objects in the same directory as the RAPIDS design. Fi 3.5-1 depicts the RAPIDS to STEP form.
Enter RAIDS design na-me: To convert a STEP file to the RAPIDS system format, select File > STEP to RAPIDS from the MO main window. T1e STEP to RAPIDS form will appear. Enter the Design STEP File and the RAPIL D Design Directory into their respective fields. Click the OK button to start the progessing. The STEP file will be stored in the RAPIDS system format in the directory specified. 
Analyzing Manufacturability
To run the product data against the process model, select Analyzer > Perform
Analysis from the MO main window. The analyzer will select the applicable processes, calculate the yield and rework rates, and determine the ideal and actual estimated cost of the part under analysis. Analysis is complete when the message window at the bottom of the MO main window displays "Manufacturability Analysis is complete."
Viewing and Printing the Analyzer Results
Select Advisor > Manufacturing Advisor from the MO main window. The MOAdvisor window will pop up displaying the selections: File, View, Graphs, Reports, and Help. To view the production quantity data in a graphical format, select Graphs > Quality The default display for a production quantity graph is a line chart. If you click on the bar icon, the graphical representation will change from a line chart to a bar chart. Click on a point in the line graph and a small pop up window will appear displaying the exact quantity value for the specified point. Click the Close button to remove the Prod QTY versus Process graph. Rework7.Z 
Terminating the MO System
To leave th-, MO system, select File > Exit from the MO main window. ' An acknowledgment wihdow will pop up prompting you to confirm the exit. Click the OK button as shown in Figure 3 .9 to exit the MO s stem co letely. 
Conclusions
During this reporting period, the main thrust was on the integration and test of the MO software system, as well as the development of the user manual. Highlighted in this quarters technical report is the tutorial section from the user manual.
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